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Abstract— The hybridization and combination of different
Evolutionary Algorithms to improve the quality of the solutions
and to accelerate execution is a common research practice.
In this paper, we utilize Genetic Programming to evolve
novel Differential Evolution operators. The genetic evolution
resulted in parameter free Differential Evolution operators.
Our experimental results indicate that the performance of the
genetically programmed operators is comparable and in some
cases is considerably better than the already existing human
designed ones.

I. INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are problem solving op-
timization methods that employ computational analogs of
evolutionary processes. A variety of evolutionary algorithms
have been proposed; the most commonly encountered being:
Genetic Algorithms [1], [2], Evolution Strategies [3], [4], Ge-
netic Programming [5], [6], Evolutionary Programming [7],
[8], Ant Colony Optimization [9], Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion [10], and the Differential Evolution algorithm [11]. EAs
rely on the concept of simulating the evolution of a set
of individuals that constitute a population using a set of
predefined operators. Commonly two types of operators are
used: selection and search operators. The most widely used
search operators are mutation and recombination (crossover).

The Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm utilizes the
mutation and recombination operators as search mechanisms,
and the selection operator to direct the search towards the
most promising regions of the solution space [11]. DE is
capable of optimizing difficult multimodal objective func-
tions and has been applied to a large number of different
optimization tasks. It has successfully solved many artifi-
cial benchmark problems [12], as well as hard real–world
problems (see for example [13]–[16]). In [17], DE has been
applied to train neural networks and in [18]–[20] we have
proposed an efficient method to train neural networks having
arbitrary, as well as, constrained integer weights. The DE
algorithm has also been implemented on parallel and dis-
tributed computers [20], [21]. It employs uniform crossover
operators that can take offspring parameters from a particular
parent more often than they do from others. However, the
choice of the appropriate mutation operator depends on the
problem at hand and it is, in general, a nontrivial task
that requires experimentation. In the literature numerous
mutation operators have been proposed for DE [11], [22],
bearing various effects on its exploration and exploitation
capabilities, and the trade off between these two.
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The hybridization and combination of different EAs to im-
prove the quality of the solutions obtained and to accelerate
execution is a common practice. In this paper, we follow
a different approach. We utilize Genetic Programming (GP)
to evolve novel DE mutation operators. GP is a method for
automatically creating working computer programs employ-
ing principles of Darwinian evolution, and having as input
a high-level statement of the problem [5]. In other words,
GP aims to address the problem of automatic programming,
i.e. how to enable a computer to do useful things without
providing it with step by step instructions. GP aspires to
induce a population of computer programs that gradually
improve as they evolve and experience the data on which
they are evaluated. Notice that the term GP can also include
systems that constitute, or contain, explicit references to
programs (executable code), or to programming language
expressions [23].

In this study, we present a comparison between already
known human-designed mutation operators and new geneti-
cally programmed ones. In a similar manner, in [24] and [25]
the evolution of optimal equations to control the particles
of PSO using genetic programming was introduced. Using
a restricted set of test problems to evaluate performance,
it is likely to obtain operators that appear effective but
are not on broader problem sets. It is interesting to note,
however, that GP managed to evolve a special case of a
particularly effective DE mutation operator. A genetically
evolved operator also exhibited the most robust performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
the DE algorithm is briefly described and in Section III the
GP algorithm is outlined. Section IV describes the proposed
approach and Section V is devoted to the presentation and
the discussion of the experimental results. The paper ends
with concluding remarks and some pointers for future work.

II. THE DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM

Differential Evolution [11] is a minimization method,
capable of handling non-differentiable, nonlinear and multi-
modal objective functions. To this end DE has been designed
as a stochastic parallel direct search method, which utilizes
concepts borrowed from the broad class of EAs. The method
typically requires few, easily chosen, control parameters. Ex-
perimental results have shown that DE has good convergence
properties and outperforms other well known EAs [26].

DE is a population–based stochastic algorithm that exploits
a population of potential solutions, individuals, to effectively
probe the search space. The population of individuals is
randomly initialized in the optimization domain with Np,
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� –dimensional, vectors following a uniform probability dis-
tribution. Individuals evolve over successive iterations to ex-
plore the search space and locate the minima of the objective
function. The population size, Np, is fixed throughout the
execution. At each iteration, called generation, new vectors
are derived by the combination of randomly chosen vectors
from the current population. This operation is referred to as
mutation and produces the mutant individuals. Each mutant
individual is then mixed with another, predetermined, vector
– the target vector – through an operation called recombi-
nation. This operation yields the so–called trial vector. The
trial vector undergoes the selection operator, according to
which it is accepted as a member of the population of the
next generation only if it yields a reduction in the value of
the objective function � relative to that of the target vector.

Next, we briefly describe the human designed search
operators that were considered in this paper. The search op-
erators efficiently shuffle information among the individuals,
enabling the search for an optimum to focus on the most
promising regions of the solution space. The first operator
considered is mutation. Specifically, for each individual ���� ,�
	����������Np, where � denotes the current generation, a new
individual ���� (mutant individual) is generated according to
one of the following equations:� �� 	 ���������� ���! �#"%$�'& �#")(�+*  (1)� �� 	 � "%$� ���! � ",(� & � ")-� *  (2)� �� 	 � �� �.�! � �������� & � �� */���! � "%$� & � ")(� *  (3)� �� 	 ���������� ���! �#"%$�'& �#")(�+*/���! �0",-�'& �0"21�+*  (4)� �� 	 �#"%$� ���! �0",(� & �#")-� *3�.�! �#",1� & �0",4� *  (5)

where � �������� is the best member of the previous gen-
eration; � 5 6 is a real parameter, called mutation
constant, which controls the amplification of the differ-
ence between two individuals, and is used to prevent the
stagnation of the search process; and 7 $  7 (  7 -  7 1  7 498: �;)<=������>2� & �?,� � ���������)@BADC , are random integers mutu-
ally different and not equal to the running index � .

Trying to rationalize the above equations, we observe that
Eq. (2) is similar to the crossover operator employed by some
Genetic Algorithms; while Eq. (1) is derived from Eq. (2),
by substituting the best member of the previous generation,�0EGFIH�J� , for the random individual � "%$� . Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) are
modifications obtained by the combination of Eqs (1) and (2).
Clearly, more such relations can be generated using the above
ones as building blocks. For example, the recently proposed
trigonometric mutation operator [22] performs a mutation
according to the following equation, with probability KML :� �� 	  �0"N$� � �#")(� � �0",-� *,OQPD�R TS ( &US $ *> �#"%$� & �0",(� *N��V TS - &US ( *> � ")(� & � ",-� *;�R WS $ &US - *� � ")-� & � "%$� *  (6)

while, with probability  � & K L * , the mutation is performed
according to Eq. (2). Here, K L is a user defined parameter,
typically set around 6 �X� . The values of SZY \[]	 : ��N<= P C

and S#^ are obtained through the following equations:S $ 	`__ �  � "N$� * __ ONS ^ S ( 	 __ �  � ",(� * __ ONS ^ S - 	`__ �  � ",-� * __ ONS ^  andS ^ 	`__ �  �0"N$�+* __ � __ �  �0",(�+* __ � __ �  �#")-�+* __ �
In the remaining paper, we call acb $ the DE algorithm that
uses Eq. (1) as the mutation operator, adb ( the algorithm that
uses Eq. (2), and so on.

Having performed mutation, the recombination operator is
applied to further increase the diversity of the population.
To this end, the mutant individuals are combined with
other predetermined individuals, called the target individuals.
Specifically, for each component e ( e 	f�;)<g������> � ) of the
mutant individual ���� , we randomly choose a real number 7
in the interval h 6 ��>i . Then, we compare this number with the
recombination constant, jd7 . If 7lkmjd7 , then we select, as thee –th component of the trial individual n��� , the e –th component
of the mutant individual �=�� . Otherwise, the e –th component
of the target vector � �� becomes the e –th component of the
trial vector. This operation yields the trial individual. Finally,
the trial individual is accepted for the next generation only
if it reduces the value of the objective function.

III. GENETIC PROGRAMMING

GP is an extension of Genetic Algorithms in which indi-
viduals are no longer fixed-length strings but rather computer
programs expressed as syntax trees. GP individuals consist
of function and terminal nodes. Terminal nodes store a value
which they return as an output, while functions process
their inputs to compute an output. The terminal set, o , is
comprised of the inputs, the constants supplied, and the zero-
argument functions. Thus, terminal nodes have an arity of
zero. On the other hand, the function set, � , is composed of
the statements and functions available to GP.

The primary GP search operators are crossover and mu-
tation. In crossover, a randomly selected subtree from each
of the two selected parents is exchanged between them to
form two new individuals (offsprings). The idea is that useful
building blocks for the solution of a problem are accumulated
in the population and crossover permits the aggregation
of good building blocks into even better solutions to the
problem [6]. Crossover is the predominant search operator
in GP [23]. Mutation operates on a single individual by
altering a random subtree. Next, we briefly describe the GP
initialization and the GP operators used in this paper.

A. The GP Initialization
The individuals in the GP population are initialized by

recursively generating syntax trees composed of random
function and terminal nodes. Two established GP initial-
ization methods are the grow and the full method. Both
methods require from the user to specify the maximum
initial tree depth. According to the grow method, nodes
are selected randomly from the function and the terminal
sets. The grow method, therefore, produces trees of irregular
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shape, since once a terminal node is inserted the path ending
with this node cannot be extended, even if the maximum
initial depth has not been reached. On the other hand, in the
full initialization method only function nodes are selected
until the maximum initial depth is reached. Beyond that depth
only terminal nodes are chosen to end the branches. This
method results in a balanced tree, every branch of which
reaches the maximum initial depth.

B. The GP Selection Algorithm
To derive the individuals that will comprise the population

of the next generation, GP initially selects individuals from
the current generation. The selection operators that have been
proposed for Genetic Algorithms are also applicable to GP.
In this study, we employed the most commonly encountered
one, namely roulette wheel selection. Define the fitness of the� th individual as p � , where p is the error function we wish
to minimize. Then the probability of selecting individual �
as a parent of an individual of the next generation is equal
to prq� Otsvuw,x $ prqw ; where prq� 	�� O= � � p � * .
C. The GP Crossover Operator

The crossover operator combines the genetic material of
two parents chosen by the selection operator to yield two
offsprings. In particular, a real number 7 is randomly chosen
in the interval h 6 �X�>i . Crossover takes place only if 7ykzj ,
where j is the predefined crossover constant. In this case,
a random node in each parent is chosen and the subtrees
rooted at these nodes are exchanged between the parents to
yield the offsprings. If an offspring exceeds the maximum
depth it is discarded and the corresponding parent individual
takes its place in the population of the next generation. Thus,
crossover produces offsprings by swapping a part of one
parent with a part of the other. If crossover does not take
place ( 7 5 j ) the offsprings are exact copies of the parents.

D. The GP Mutation Operator
After the crossover operator has finished, each offspring

produced undergoes mutation. The probability of mutation
is a user defined parameter. The mutation operator in GP
randomly selects a node of the tree. If the node is a function
then it is replaced by another function. If the node is terminal,
another randomly selected terminal is used instead (point
mutation) [23]. The mutated individual is then placed back
into the population.

IV. GENETICALLY PROGRAMMED DIFFERENTIAL
EVOLUTION MUTATION OPERATORS

As previously mentioned, the aim of this study is to
discover new efficient DE mutation operators using GP. This
is possible since, mutation operators are simply the compo-
sition of elementary functions such as addition, subtraction,
and multiplication, operating on the vectors that represent
individuals of the the DE population. To this end, the
terminal set used for GP, included two numerical constants,
the vector of the best so far DE individual, � �������� , three
vectors of different randomly selected DE individuals, and

the fixed mutation constant � employed by the DE mutation
operators. In detail, the terminal set used in this study was,o 	 : 6 � {g��� �  � �M���|��  � "%$�  � ")(�  � ",-� C . The function set was� 	 : �  & %}~N�lC , where } and � are defined as follows:&� � } &� � 	 &� �l�����g�X��� : � $  � ( ������� � q Cc		  � $ � $  � ( � ( ������� � q � q * � &� � � &� � 	 &� � � ���g�X��� : � O � $ �� O � ( ��������� O � q Cd		  � $ O � $  � ( O � ( ������� � q O � q * � 
where the vectors &� �  &� � 8�� q , with &� � � 	  � $  � ( ������� � q *and &� � � 	  � $  � ( ������� � q * . Note that the operator � utilizes
a protected division; if the absolute value of the denominator
is less 6 � 6�6�6 � , then � returns � .

The presentation of the problem and the fitness function
typically define the space of candidate solutions for each
particular problem. At present, more than one performance
measure are applicable. One approach is to use the distance
of the discovered minimizer from the global one to measure
the operator’s performance [24]. However, in many real
life applications the location of the global minimizer is
unknown. Conversely, the value of the global minimum could
be known (for example when minimizing the sum of squares,
a chemical or physical process, etc).

In this study, we defined a fitness function, suitable for
general optimization tasks, which utilizes three well known
benchmark optimization problems. More specifically, the
performance of each operator was measured through the sum
of the generations required to locate the global minimum on
each benchmark function, plus the minimum function values
that were discovered. It is known that the performance of the
DE algorithm (like the performance of every other EA) can
vary with the initial random individuals. To reduce the effect
of the stochastic nature of DE, 10 independent evaluations
were performed, and the final fitness was averaged. If the
global minimum was not found after 100 generations DE
terminated. Using this fitness function, we strain GP evolu-
tion towards obtaining DE operators capable of locating the
global optimum, within a minimum number of generations.
Next, we report the three benchmark optimization functions
used along with their global minima and minimizers.

Train Problem 1: Shekel’s Foxholes [27]� (  � * 	 �6 � 6;6 < �.� $  � *  � w 8 h &�� {g� { P��  � {g� { P�� i�
where, � $  � * 	 (21� � x��

�� � � � s (w,x $  � w &R� � w *I� �
The parameters for this function are:� � $ 	 : &�P <g & � �  6 �� �  P <�C� where�\	 : 6 ��;)<g P ,�gC and � � $ 	 � �2�\�%� 4�� $� � ( 	 : &�P <g & � �  6 �� �  P <�C� where�\	 : 6 ){g�� 6 ���{=N< 6 C and� � ( 	 � �X�/� � ( 3�!	 : ��)<g P 2�gC��
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The global minimum is � (  I&�P <= &�P < * 	 6 � �;��� 6;6 � .
Train Problem 2: Corana Parabola [28]

� (  � * 	 1�w,x $
� � (  � w *  if � � w &y  w ��¡ 6 � 6 {=� -  � w *  otherwise 

where � (  � w * 	 6 �X�M{  |  w &R6 � 6 { sign  ¢  w *2* (�£ w , � -  � w * 	£ w � (w ,   w 	 ¤¥{ � � w � �¦6 � �������;�Q§ sign  � w *I6 �¨< and £ w 	: �;�� 6�6�6 �� 6 �� 6�6 C .
The Corana test function defines a paraboloid with axes

parallel to the coordinate axes. The function is characterized
by a multitude of local minima, increasing in depth as one
moves closer to the origin. The global minimum of the
function is � (  � * 	 6 , for � w 8  2&�6 � 6 {g 6 � 6 { * .
Train Problem 3: Levy No. 5 Function [29]

� -  � * 	 4� � x $~© �+ª�«;¬t  � & � * � $ � �I®%¯ �� 4�w,x $U© ° ª>«�¬   ° � � * � ( � ° ®%¯ ��± � $ � ��� ��<;{=� P;* ( �² � ( ��6 � � 6�6;P < * ( 
where & � 6 k�� � k � 6 , and �d	³�;)< . There are about ´ ��6
local minima and one global minimum with function value� -  � * 	 & � ´ � �X� P ´ { , at  ��� P�6�� �g���� ��<Q��� * . The large number
of local minimizers makes it difficult for any method to locate
the global one.

V. PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTS

The computational experiments were performed utilizing a
GP–DE interface developed in C++, using the GNU compiler
collection (gcc) version �#� 6 � P on a Debian Linux operating
system. The C++ implementation relies on the interface for
the creation of expressions described in [30].

We employed the full GP initialization method with a max-
imum initial tree depth of P . Another critical GP parameter
is the maximum allowed depth for the trees. The maximum
depth parameter is the largest allowed depth between the
root node and the outermost terminals. The maximum depth
during the GP execution was 100. GP population size was� 6 , while the maximum number of generations was set to� 6;6�6 . The mutation and crossover probabilities for GP were
set to 6 � � and 6 �X� , respectively. The values for the parameters� and jd7 employed by the DE algorithm (irrespective of the
mutation operator), were set to 6 � � and 6 � � , respectively.

We conducted 100 independent GP experiments. The five
best performing DE mutation operators discovered are the

following:� �� 	  � "N$� � � ")(� ® �  � �² � ")-� � � �������� * ®  (7)� �� 	 ���������� �.6 � {  �0"N$� & �#")(� *  (8)� �� 	¶µ �#"%$�l� �#")-�!· �±µ� �#"%$� � ���������� ® �  �#")(� � ���������� ® ·  (9)� �� 	 µ �#")-�l� ���������� · � µ# �#")-� � �0"N$� ® �  �#")(� � �#�M���|�� ® ·  (10)� �� 	 µ# �0"N$� } �0",-�¸· �  �#"%$� � �#")-� ® · }} µ� �#�������� � �#")-� · �  ���������� � �#")(� ® · � (11)

Throughout the remaining paper, we call ¹»º¼adb $ ,¹»º½acb ( ������> ¹»º¼adb 4 the DE algorithm that uses Eq. (7),
Eq. (8), ����� , Eq. (11) as the mutation operator, respectively.
It is evident that the proposed methodology allows us to
routinely “invent” new specialized DE operators, which are
optimal or near-optimal for a specific problem. Notice that
although the mutation constant � was included in the ter-
minal set, all the above mentioned GP derived DE mutation
operators are parameter free. This is a considerable advantage
since it alleviates the need for parameter tuning by the user.

The original DE algorithm exploits the information from
the differences between pairs of individuals to guide its
search in the solution domain [12], [31]. Although, in all
the mutation operators discovered here, individuals interact
in pairs, pairwise differences are not encountered in any¹»º½acb operator but ¹»º½acb ( . Indeed, ¹»º¼adb ( is equivalent
to adb $ for the special case that � 	 6 �¨{ . The experimental
results reported below suggest that this particular setting is
more effective than a typical value of � for the benchmark
problems considered.

To measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the newly
discovered ¹»º¼adb operators, we tested them on the three
previously mentioned optimization benchmark functions, as
well as on two additional functions; namely the Griewangk’s
and the Rosenbrock’s Saddle test functions. As a final vali-
dation test for the GP derived DE operators we apply them
to minimize the Shifted-Rotated Weierstrass Function [32].
Below we report the optimization functions along with their
global minima and minimizers.
Test Problem 1: Griewangk’s Function [33]

� 1  � * 	 $ ��w,x $ � (w� 6;6�6 & $ �¾w,x $ ª>«�¬�¿±�
wÀ °
Á � �;� w 8 h & � 6�6 2� 6;6 iG�

This test function is riddled with local minima. The global
minimum of the function is � 1  ¥6 ������> 6;* 	 6 .
Test Problem 2: Rosenbrock’s Saddle [27]� 4  � * 	Â� 6�6 �  �#($ & � ( * ( �� � & � $ * (  � w 8 h & <=� 6 ���g)<g� 6 �;�?i��
This is a two–dimensional test function, which is known to
be relatively difficult to minimize. The global minimum is� 4  �;�� * 	 6 .The performance of the human-designed and the genet-
ically programmed DE mutation operators is presented in
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TABLE I
SIX HUMAN DESIGNED VS FIVE GENETICALLY PROGRAMMED DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION OPERATORS

TRAINING PHASE TESTING PHASE
PROBLEM 1 PROBLEM 2 PROBLEM 3 PROBLEM 1 PROBLEM 2
Gen. ( Ã ) Gen. ( Ã ) Gen. ( Ã ) Gen. ( Ã ) Gen. ( Ã )adb $ 95.6 5 87.5 42 64.9 50 29.8 100 — 0adb ( 83.8 95 — 0 76.8 100 56.8 100 — 0adb - 97.5 13 97.9 35 76.9 63 43.7 100 — 0adb 1 — 0 39.8 79 89.2 16 52.3 74 96.8 12adb 4 94.6 20 — 0 92.9 22 81.2 85 — 0adb � 81.2 64 — 0 72.1 100 63.1 96 — 0¹»º¼adb $ — 0 29.9 94 43.7 96 55.9 68 93.6 44¹»º¼adb ( 84.1 23 98.8 3 34.0 88 25.1 100 — 0¹»º¼adb - 78.5 25 58.2 57 52.8 65 28.0 100 76.9 53¹»º¼adb 1 — 0 12.1 100 82.6 32 38.8 100 20.3 100¹»º¼adb 4 — 0 25.7 100 57.1 59 38.4 93 82.2 28

(— denotes that the algorithm failed to find the global minimum in all runs)

Table I. In particular, for each mutation operator and for
each benchmark function, Table I reports the mean number of
generations required to locate a global minimizer (Gen.), as
well as, the percentage of times the algorithm was successful
in locating a global minimizer (%). The reported results
are averages over � 6�6 independent experiments for each
mutation operator. Note, that in the cases DE was unable to
identify a global minimizer, the maximum allowed number
of generations was added to the sum used to compute the
mean number of generations required to locate a global
minimizer. The entry “—” in the table suggests that the
success rate of a mutation operator for the corresponding
benchmark was zero. Finally, bold faced entries are used to
indicate the mutation operator with the lowest mean number
of generations to detect a global minimizer and the one with
the highest success rate.

With respect to the mean number of generations required
to detect a global minimizer, the best performing mutation
operator is in all cases derived by Genetic Programming. The
best performing mutation strategy in this respect is ¹»º½acb ( ,which is a special case of acb $ . For two out the five optimiza-
tion problems (Train Problem 3 and Test Problem 1), acb $requires the lowest mean number of generations to compute
a global minimizer among the original acb operators. On the
same two problems ¹»º¼adb ( is the overall best performing
strategy in this respect, but it performs badly on Test Problem
2. ¹»º¼adb 1 is by far the best performing strategy on Train
Problem 2 and Test Problem 2, for which most operators
performed badly. With respect to the percentage of times a
minimizer was located, the two types of operators perform
similarly well on Test Problem 1. Last but not least, it
is important to note that the most robust operator with
respect to both criteria is ¹»º¼adb - . It is the best performing
operator with respect to mean number of generations on Train
Problem 1, the second best on Test Problem 1, and the third
best performing on Train Problem 3 and Test Problem 2.

Furthermore, it is the only operator that achieved a positive
percentage of locating a minimizer on all the test functions.
Our experience is that ¹»º¼adb - is stable and effective, and
can be used to optimize an unknown function with good
results.

A. Shifted-Rotated Weierstrass Function
Finally, we validated the GP derived DE operators on the

Shifted-Rotated Weierstrass Function [32]. This is the test
function � $)$ of the CEC 2005 benchmark for real functions.
The Weierstrass function is a hard to minimize multimodal
function that has been rotated and shifted. The Shifted-
Rotated Weierstrass Function is defined as follows:

� $)$ 	 (� � x $
Ä �NÅ/Æ2Ç�� xÈ�  � � ª>«�¬  <?É/Ê �  ¢  � �.6 � { *2* ®>Ë &

& < � �NÅ/Æ,Ç�� xÈ�  �=� ª�«;¬  <QÉ/Ê �?6 �¨{ * ® � ÊN� �=Ì $,$ (12)

where � 	 6 �¨{=NÊd	 P N� YÎÍ>Ï 	Ð< 6    � 	  � � &�Ñ � *3ÒÔÓ  and� � 8 h &�6 �¨{= 6 � {Qi�,�Õ	Ö��)< . For the rotation the linear trans-
formation matrix Ó has been used and ��× 	 h Ñ $  Ñ ( i is the
new (shifted) global optimum, with � $)$  �Z× * 	ØÊN� ��Ì $)$ 	v� 6 .Figure 1 illustrates the 3-d plot of this benchmark function,
while Table II reports the experimental results obtained for
this function.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we utilize Genetic Programming to evolve
novel Differential Evolution operators. As the “no free lunch
theorem” [34] implies, it is impossible to find a single DE
operator that outperforms all the other in every test problem.
Instead, we try to discover new DE operators better suited
for general optimization problems, or classes of problems.

The experimental results indicate that the best performing
DE mutation operator is in all cases GP derived. GP has been
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Fig. 1. 3–D Plot of the Shifted-Rotated Weierstrass Function

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE ON THE SHIFTED-ROTATED WEIERSTRASS FUNCTION

Gen. ( Ù )Ú
Û/Ü 81.88 78Ú
ÛZÝ — 0Ú
Û0Þ — 0Ú
Û0ß — 0Ú
ÛZà — 0Ú
Û0á — 0â
ã Ú
Û Ü 93.27 42â
ã Ú
Û Ý 66.57 79â
ã Ú
Û Þ 64.66 98â
ã Ú
ÛZß 89.39 54â
ã Ú
ÛÈà 73.05 71
(— denotes that the algorithm failed to
find the global minimum in all runs)

able to automatically evolve a variety of new DE mutation
operators that operate as well or considerably better, for
the considered problems, than the already existing human-
designed ones. It is interesting to note that all the new DE
mutation operators are parameter free, in the sense that no
mutation constant is needed.

In a future correspondence, we intend to investigate the
parallel implementation of the proposed approach. Addition-
ally, we will study the performance of the GP derived DE
algorithms on difficult high–dimensional real–life problems
encountered in bioinformatics, medical applications and neu-
ral network training.
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